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What is creativity and how can it be promoted? The author answers this question by defining a challenging approach to creativity in the study of English. Dr. We shall not *directly motivate the building of incredible structures for the earth or the air, but we have the privilege of working with those who will have a part, proud or modest, in the achievements of the coming years.
We cannot think of what our world calls for without realizing that today it is most important to stimulate the creative. That has not always been the aim of education. In some civilizations, as in the Chinese education of the past, the aim was to memorize, to follow the past, to ins': re conformity. In contrast, in all asps of education today, there is an urg-. In our field these possibilities are to be realized through language experiences which offer a wide field for the creative. The best way to insure creative language experiences seems to be through a creative approach. Students are to be motivated to the maximum use of their minds in thinking, their emotions in feeling, their senses in responding in more ways than oneseeing what is before them and in type; hearing, smelling, touching, tasting, whether in actual experience or through the symbols of type and other mass media of communication.
Applying the word "creative" to an approach to the many facets of language is a broader approach than the most common .one. Often "creative" in language experiences has been restricted to what has been called "creative writing." When the word 565 I feel quite safe in prophesying that within five years virtually every four-year college in the country will be requiring a program of entrance examinations." He continued, "Over the next quarter century the average requirements for admission to American colleges will rise by the equivalent of one full academic year, or, in other words, colleges will, a generation hence, hold as their requirements for admission the requirements that now apply to admission to the sophomore year of college. This can be done," he said, "without lengthening the secondary school course, and I am reasonably certain that it will be done."1 Such a prophecy makes a positive demand of teaching. Student competition is to be keen. Standards are to be higher. The program must be realistic, one for robust, clear-eyed students. The emphasis will be on quality. In public secondary schools there will continue to be a wide range of students, even if that range may be narrowed. For all students, however, the creative approach seems to be a wise one, discovering all that is potential in young people of varied backgrounds. The approach is appropriate for those who know they are going to college, who hope they are going, who may never go, and the increasing group of those who may go, not immediately after secondary school but at some later date.
Creativity and Individuals The creative approach recognizes degrees of ability and differences in individuals. It regards no one as hope- less. It is concerned with the practical, the concrete, the imaginative, the logical, and the abstract. The creative approach should jog students out of passivity, out of mechanical ruts, out of unthinking acceptance of what is.
It should make familiar things strange and worthy of note, give new instruments for thought, and encourage daring for combinations of the old. It is directed towards making students alert, curious, responsive, independent, original, and pioneering individuals.
To say which of the four aspects of language experiencesreading, writing, listening, or speakingis the most important is difficult. At times one phase may require concentration and a degree of isolation, but complete separation should be rare. Each phase contributes definitely to the other phases. At present there are few if any statistics about the contributions of one to another, but there are surmises. There has been some research. Future studies may turn surmises into statistics.
As we know, students may listen and learn; they may even count on succeeding by the kind of listening given a most unpleasant name, brain picking. Often after they talk over a subject, they write better; they may read better. Reading may be for enjoyment, escape, exploration; for information and ideas; and for penetration into the way effects are achieved. After they read, they may write better.
A publication of the Wellesley, Massachusetts, school system placed emphasis on the importance of reading. "The composition as the basis of the English course of study is not an easy arrangement, for, perhaps more than any other system, it makes knowledge of the child the major obligation. "3
To get perspective on the creative it is helpful to consider and reflect upon statements by those who have made creative contributions through their use of language, since it is language with which we are largely concerned. These conclusions will prevent undue idealism. They will give a basis for a realistic approach. These successful writers force a realistic approach.
Archibald MacLeish in "On the The creative approach should give a kind of humility. Pasternak suggested this when he wrote: "I had the adolescent, the nihilist conceit of the half-taught which despises whatever seems attainable, whatever can be 'earned' by effort. I looked down on industry as uncreative, taking it upon myself to lay down the law on matters of which I knew nothing. 'In real life,' I thought, 'everything must be miraculous and preordained; nothing must be planned, deliberate, willed.' "a
The creative approach should penetrate smugness, ignorance, the conceit of the half-taught. Instead of waiting for the miraculous, students should discover that it is well to plan, to deliberate, to will.
The creative approach should raise students as individuals above the mob, which may be as Tchekhov wrote:
"The mob thinks it knows and understands everything; and the more stupid it is the wider it imagines its outlook to be."" The creative approach requires of individuals what the mob lacks: curiosity, reflection, thinking, conjuring up new combinations from the familiar.
There should be no objection to industry. It is not necessarily uncreative.
Anthony Trollope wrote in his autobiography: "A small daily task, if it be really daily, will beat the labours of a spasmodic Hercules. It is the tortoise which always catches the hare. The hare has no chance. He loses more time in glorifying himself for a qui& ' 
